
Promoting responsible enjoyment of the 
Cairngorms National Park: Business survey results

From May to August 2021, businesses across the Cairngorms National Park 
were invited to share their views, through an online survey, about promoting 
the natural heritage of the Cairngorms National Park and ways to enjoy it 
responsibly. The survey was developed and promoted by the Cairngorms 
Business Partnership and the Cairngorms Capercaillie Project.

In total, 131 businesses completed the survey enabling a wide range of voices 
to be heard. Businesses from 15 different sectors shared their views and 87% 
of respondents were new to the conversation (in the context of the project) 
having not attended previous workshops on the subject held as part of the 
project. The high number of respondents to the online survey secured a 95% 
confidence level in the results, which are available in full on the following pages.



 
 

 

Male 

Female 

Non-binary 

Prefer not to say 

About you, as a business operator – are you: 

About your business – how many employees do you have: 

Sole trader / partnership 

1 - 5 

6 – 10 

11 – 249 

250+ 
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Answered: 131

Answered: 125



Accommodation 

Activities 

Food / Beverage / Retail 

Non tourism business 

Attraction 

Fieldsports 

Other 
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Sector of business: 

Answered: 126

Responses provided for 'Other': 

Training

Wildlife tour operator

Forestry management, wood processing

Caravan park

Wildlife watching

Picture framer

Garden / property maintenance

Visitor Information Centre 

Crown Estate Scotland, leased Angling Association. Tomintoul

Wildlife safaris

Tourism marketing

Farm and food retail

Private tours

Business adviser

Manufacturing 

Finance
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Less than one year 

1 – 3 years 

3 – 10 years 

 More than 10 years 

How long have you been trading? 

Answered: 126
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Busy all year round, no 
one season is busier 

Winter 

Spring 

 Summer 

  Autumn 

 When are you busier? 
Answered: 126
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Through social media 

Through pre-arrival information 

  Through signage at a premises 

 Direct conversation / 1 on 1 

 Talking to small groups 

      Through a third party 

  At point of sale / experience 

 Other 

How do you usually engage with customers? 

Answered: 126

Responses provided for 'Other': 

Own website

Our own website and magazine

Online Travel Agencies eg. Booking.com

Website with live booking system and our own organised events

Website

Multiple websites

Guest guides

CBP

Phone and email

Email / telephone

Website, newsletters, direct emails and messages from visitors

Trade contacts

Website

Website

Podcast

Leaflets left in the accommodation
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Directly, e.g. wildlife guide 

We share space, e.g. 
experiences in nature – zip 

line, quad bike etc. 

Not directly, e.g. 
accommodation provider 

Other 

How does your business interact with wildlife? 
Answered: 125

Responses provided for 'Other': 

We advise on places to walk/visit

Surrounded by wildlife

We have wildlife in our garden and promote stories via social media

Wildlife management, field sports, hides

We try and encourage wildlife feed red squirrels and birds etc

Feed various birds, ducks & rabbits in garden opposite guests dining room

We are accommodation but have wildlife watching hides

We are in rural location and that is attraction for people to this accommodation

Promote responsible tourism direct to visitors

Surrounded by wildlife, encourage guests to enjoy walks in areas and explain 
what they may see

With grate care, as they are wild fish and must respect them.

Promotes nature based tourism

It's all around us on the farm

Self catering but the USP is the guaranteed red squirrel sightings

As out on tour

We have bird feeders in front of the dining room for guests to watch at breakfast 
we also have a resident red squirrel who guests sometimes glimpse. We have a 
bee home also.

Direct involvement, in monitoring species and habitat, where possible improving 
habitats

Located in middle of national park

Social media
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Local people 

Day visitors 

  Overnight visitors from 
Scotland / the UK 

  Visitors from the 
rest of the world 

 Other businesses locally 

  Other businesses 
      further afield 

 Other 

Are your customers mainly: 
Answered: 126

Responses provided for 'Other': 

UK Visitors for minimum of 7 days

Rest of world pre & post Covid

In "normal" years, about 75% Uk, 23% EU, 2 % worldwide.

7 days minimum stay visitors from Scotland/the UK

Pre Covid from all over the world

Internet clients

Visitors from UK staying for one or two weeks
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Yes 

No 

Not sure 

How much of a selling point is the wildlife and pine 
forest to your customers? Answers given out of 10 

Answered: 125

Did you previously attend one of the business workshops 
to talk about the Cairngorms Capercaillie Project? 

Answered: 126



I feel lucky to 
  have capercaillie in  

the Cairngorms 

I think we all have a part 
to play in making sure 

capercaillie thrive in Scotland 

I feel personally responsible 
for making sure capercaillie 

thrive in Scotland 

I want to set an example to 
others of how to responsibly 

 enjoy the environment 

I appreciate the 
opportunity to be 

involved in this project 

0%  10%  20%  30%  40%   50%   60% 

Strongly agree    Agree  Not sure   Disagree  Strongly disagree 

Do you agree or disagree with the following 
four statements about capercaillie specifically? 

Answered: 126



Signage in the 
pine forest 

Signage in the 
towns and villages 

Signage on roads 
and car parks 

Leaflets for visitors 

Posters for shops and cafes/ 
bars/community centres etc. 

Rangers out and about talking 
about responsible enjoyment 

Done well  Not sure   Could be better 

0%  10%  20%  30%  40%   50%   60% 

What do you think is currently done well in terms 
of promoting responsible enjoyment of our natural 

environment with physical promotion? 
Answered: 125



Comments left in response to the question on the previous page: 

Why isn't there a 'not necessary' - don't blanket the countryside with signage 
and/or rangers reply option?

Support to providers of fieldsports , eg gamekeepers, who are directly involved 
with the health of our wildlife and are in direct contact with members of the 
public.

There are no Pine Woods in Badenoch that people come to viist as far as I 
know except maybe Glenfeshie.

Mostly we just need more of all of the above.

I’m sure Rangers we’ll trained and engaging but are there enough?

Generally better on the west side of the Cairngorms, east side could do more.

I have mixed feelings about interpretation in natural spaces, I think it should be 
limited to car parking and visitor centres.

Rangers out and about not talking is an intrusion on a wild land experience.

Cairngorms NPA campaign last year on social media around dirty camping etc 
was good - pre visit info is key.

To be honest, Rangers coming out to businesses like ours and explaining 
bespoke solutions to how we can work better.

Social media advertising / push adds when people are online, browsing walks 
in the Park

We need to be very careful about the amount of signage used, danger of sign 
city!!

Find that posters/leaflets/signage in a forest are a detractor from the 
environment. Its about education at base level, so into schools/colleges as it 
will be the kids that educate their parents. Happened in our case!

Conscious that I don't know about this project and I don't ever talk to visitors 
about it.



Online content - video 

Online content - infographics 

Online content – flyers, posters 

Online content – blog posts 

Online content – wording 
to use (copy) 

Done well  Not sure   Could be better 

0%  10%  20%  30%  40%   50%   60%  70% 

What do you think is currently done 
well in terms of promoting responsible 
enjoyment of the environment online? 

Answered: 123



Comments left in response to the question on the previous page:

Businesses taking guests out and engaging with them as to how to see and enjoy 
the countryside responsibly - businesses show people how to do it - public sector 
etc only tell people what not to do

No nothing about any of the above

The CNP Facebook? Instagram does a lot to promote honeypot sites such as the 
green lochain increasing pressure.

Depends on the source of the information, some blogs are great others incredibly 
irresponsible, not really possible to answer this question the way its asked.

Visit Scotland TV messaging

Rangers are good, they just don't touch everyone in the park

YouTube could be a starting point.

Sorry - I have no knowledge of any of the above.
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Conversation 

Regular signage and displays 

Advance booking / 
pre arrival information 

Flyers, maps, leaflets – 
things to carry with you 

Video and interactive 
content online 

Other 

          What do you think has the most impact in 
terms of promoting responsible enjoyment? 

Answered: 125

Responses provided for 'Other': 

All carried out by businesses themselves

Support for those who are trying to support wildlife and meeting 
many members of the public, eg gamekeepers

There needs to be nationwide education on responsible enjoyment. 
The people causing the main problems generally don't listen or 
read signage, relevant online content etc.

121 contact

Genuine repercussions for those who harm and disrespect the 
environment

Rangers on the ground at busy periods (eg Rothiemurchus)

Leaflet etc info available to download to reduce reliance on paper 
based info

Rangers interaction

Infomercials - radio adverts, government sponsored information

Understanding the balance that is required to ensure engagement. 
There is often a lack of understanding that various user groups 
other than just environmentalists, can be well educated already as 
to the challenges and that they want to be engaged in the process. 
Being sidelined, excluded and made out to be the big issue will only 
ever hinder this engagement

Education of the younger generation
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Yes, I would welcome some 

Yes, I think there is a need, but 
may not personally need this 

Not sure 

No 

           One idea from the previous workshop is that more coaching 
and support would be helpful. We would like to know if there is 

wider support for this idea. Do you think there is a need for 
some business to business coaching and support on 

promoting responsible enjoyment messages? 

Answered: 125
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   True   False 

I wish I knew more about 
how to share messages 

on responsible enjoyment 

I talk about responsible 
enjoyment but don’t feel like 
I know the correct approach 

I am not sure which 
 messages I should share 

I talk about conservation but 
need something I can hand 

out or show people 

I am confident in 
promoting and discussing 

responsible enjoyment 

I wish I knew more about our natural 
environment and how I could identify 

promote and protect nature 

Are any of these statements true for you? 
Answered: 125
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Learning more about how to 
describe responsible enjoyment 

Having flyers / posters / materials 
which promote responsible enjoyment 

Having online materials which 
promote responsible enjoyment 

Having something which can 
be a reference for customers 

at your place of work 

Having something you can send 
out before customers arrive 

0  1   2   3   4   5   6 

Yes, I could spare 30 minutes 

No, I don’t have time 

No, I don’t want to 

           Could you put these in order of importance? 
We have not already decided which things we will do, but we would 

like to see if there is a clear consensus or definite agreement. 
Please rank where 1 is most important to you. 

Answered: 124

           Would you be interested in taking part in a telephone 
call to discuss this issue in a bit more depth? 

Answered: 124



Is there anything else you want to mention 
about the Cairngorms Capercaillie Project, or any 

ideas you want to tell us about how responsible 
enjoyment messages can be shared? 

I feel the messages would be stronger if refuge areas were put in place, where the 
right to responsible access is temporarily withdrawn to certain key areas over the 
breeding season. This would help demonstrate the seriousness of the capercaillies' 
plight but also help manage disturbance. Tour-guides should have to operate under 
a permit system and adhere to a code of conduct - again, this would help 
communicate the precarious nature of the caper population. Entry-point responsible 
access messages should be consistent across caper areas. Messages should be 
reflected in general access messages about wild camping etc - ie not having CNPA 
produced posters suggesting you go off path to find a secluded spot to wild-camp.

There is a lot of secrets around the birds and what seems like a desire to hide them 
from the public, I partly understand this but overall I think this has a negative result 
in the raising awareness about the bird and it's plight. if it's so important why does it 
seem like it doesn't exist to the majority of vistors. having lived and worked in the 
park for over 20 years I know plenty of locals that don't know about it! so how do 
we expect visitors to respect and understand the bird and it habitat

No

NO - but your first question about people's gender is appalling! What on earth has 
gender got to do with this questionnaire - you have made yourselves look very 
stupid and mere puppets of the public sector. The questions were also very 
'leading' - requiring people who completed them to only have the option of agreeing 
with the public sector doing more policing of what they consider to be their private 
fiefdom - shame on you.

This project is unlikely to help caper but the conservation messages apply more 
widely so concentrate on that not on the caper.

No 

No

We need nationwide promotion of the issues over capercaillie. I believe that most of 
the damage is done by UK visitors. Visitors from abroad are much more aware of 
National Park status. It just doesn't feature in most people's minds within the UK. 
Reminding visitors of the issues when they come to visit will help to reinforce, but 
without nationwide promotion and publicity, what we do locally will at best have 
limited impact.

No

Unfortunately, our spoken English is not that good yet, so flyers and or digital 
material are very helpful for us. I would welcome an information tour (live in the 
forest etc) 1-2 times a year. This way, all the people hosting guests can inform 
themselves and experience the whole thing live. Perhaps such a tour could also be 
organised for guests (maybe something like this already exists?

Responsible access and enjoyment should not be linked to capercaillie which is at 
the edge of its natural range in Scotland and has already had to be reintroduced 
from Sweden.



I think it is a waste of money continually trying to reintroduce a bird which obviously 
struggles to survive in Scotland. The money spent on this project over the last 
several million pounds. Worse still if you put in a FOI request for actual figures 
results in "section 39(2) of the Freedom of Information (Scotland) Act 2002" coming 
back. Money has been put to an ongoing task of reintroducing Capercaillie or 
increasing their numbers from entities such as SNH, FCS, RSBP, Lottery funding, 
SFGS/ WGS and private individuals. If after all this time the numbers are not 
increasing as per the 2007-2012 set up, then why are we still swimming against 
this tide.

No

I think this is probably just a waste of money. I live in the middle of a pine forest 
and have never seen one. One reason for their decline seems to be the bad 
weather, not a lot we can do about that and flying into deer fencing, an evil which 
could easily be removed.

I sometimes feel it is a losing battle and so many initiatives are stifled because of 
Capercaillie - they are dwindling so why make such a fuss about them.

No

A collective approach, standardising signage across the area. Signage has to be 
minimal unlike in some places where there are so many signs they almost spoil 
nature and become litter themselves

None

I think more information is needed about Capercaillie in general. Many people are 
not very aware of them and I'm sure would appreciate being informed

Specific targeted information for increasing numbers of dog owners.

Have seen very little in Grantown on Spey (eg Anagach woods) or Tomintoul, and 
we get plenty of interest.

No

No

No

Promote activities and events For visitors to participate in to increase their 
knowledge.

While the cairngorm Capercaillie Project is excellent,I would love to see much more 
about responsible camping,walking ,hiking ,cycling,driving in the Highlands,which 
would include a huge campaign to stop litter bugs...the amount of litter just thrown 
is an absolute disgrace and will impact all wildlife,infact I think this is much more 
important

No

The Project has its problems, and not all locals support how the project has been 
handled. As a result, Carrbridge is maybe not as welcoming to visitors as it 
could be.



Locally in Aviemore there is animosity against Capers due to them having priority 
over projects in the past and holding back peoples lives and businesses, this is 
something that possibly needs to be addressed so that people can be re engaged. 
Also the fact that they’re a reintroduced species after dying out doesn’t help, the 
perception is lots of money is being thrown at a dying off species when there isn’t a 
clear pathway to saving the few birds that are left? During COVID people and 
businesses would prefer government money helping them rather than a dying 
bread of non native game birds!

No

No

No

We only came to the Cairngorms in October so seem to have missed much of what 
this project is all about. I am however a keen nature lover and we promote nature 
enjoyment.

This survey would have been more meaningful to me had you given your definition 
of 'responsible enjoyment'. What I think it is may or may not be very different to 
what you think it is!

The Caper project benefits all nature not just Caper - it should be helped all it can,. 
Rangers are are a great asset.

If local dog walkers don't (want to) eliminate capercaillie disturbance, how can we 
convince visitors not to park and walk where the locals do?

No sorry.

People are only interested if they want to know about it.

I worry that the project will be a vehicle to try an exclude certain user groups from 
areas of the park under the guise that they are the big threat to a single species 
which is much more greatly effected by the climate and natural predators. In fact 
more caper are killed during the bird count each year than have probably ever 
been directly killed by walkers or cyclists.

I have no problem with work to help Caper, but I think the entire natural ecosystem 
of the park and how visitors and residents interact with it is far more important than 
a single species. I do worry that making it seem like it's 'all about one bird' risks 
undermining the core environmental message.

As noted above, education is key.

Nope

No

No




